PPTG Co-Chairs Meeting
April 10, 2008, 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm
Radisson Hotel
Draft meeting notes

Attendees

John Fox and Jim Brownridge were in the fog seal session. Brian Toepfer was a guest.

Highlights
Shakir welcome the group to Newport Beach. He asked for self introductions and introduced the new co-chairs including the SOCAL local agency co-chairs, Greg Kelley and Eric Updyke. Everyone had an opportunity to speak. George Bradley and Casey Holloway took the opportunity to thank the group for their participation. Both will try and grow their groups over the next year.

Hans Ho discussed needs for improving communication within PPTG. Any issues/concerns should be sent to Hans directly.

Gary Hicks reviewed draft fact sheets and needs for future fact sheets. Each subtask group is expected to write a fact sheet or tech brief relevant to their group. Gary also discussed the expectations for the PPTG chairs and co-chairs which was included in the tech brief on PPTG plans for 2008.

Currently, the OE does not publish NSSP’s on its website. The CP2 Center will host all NSSP’s on its website for anyone to access. Hans has some ideas and will discuss with Gary and Haiping.

The 3rd California PP Conference was a great success with over 340 people in attendance and more than 30 exhibitors present. One oversight was that no one publicized the conference evaluation form and the conference ended abruptly without a concluding session. Also, this year’s venue was excellent with great food and vendor exhibition.

Future PPTG all members meeting
• June 17, 2008 Tuesday, Lodi
   Format: first 2 hrs rigid pavements followed by 2 hrs of a general session; the last 4 hrs would be for flexible pavements. Content: each subtask should present their
work plan to the meeting for discussion. Laura will send a template to Gary Hicks and Larry Rouen

- December 2, 2008 Tuesday, S. CA. All members PPTG meeting. Location TBD